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1 The Continental Lithosphere andMid-Ocean Ridges (16pts)

Figure 1: not to scale, idealised mid-ocean-ridge
.

1.a [2pts]

Fig.1 depicts a mid-ocean ridge. Estimate the velocity, vs, with which an oceanic plate
moves away from the ridge:

vs =

1.b [2pts]

Using your value for vs, estimate the velocity with which the mantle upwells directly
beneathe the ridge, vu.

vu =
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1.c [2pts]

What kind of plate boundary is this? Circle your answer:

Convergent

Divergent

Transform

1.d [2pts]

What drives melting beneath a mid-ocean ridge? Circle your answer:

The Geothermal Gradient

Pressure Decrease

Entrapment of the water phase

Phase transition of garnet
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1.e [2pts]

Which of the following represents a reasonable bulk chemistry for a sample collected at
the top of the ocean ridge? Circle your answer.

50% SiO2, 22% MgO

60% SiO2, 15% MgO

40% SiO2, 22% MgO

50% SiO2, 8% MgO
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Figure 2: Simplified ophiolite section
.

Fig.2 represents an ophiolite: a section of oceanic crust and upper mantle that has been
brought up onto land.

1.f [2pts]

Name the predominant mineral in an ophiolite:

1.g [4pts]

Mark the petrologic and seismic moho discontinuities on the ophiolite section.
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2 Isostacy (10pts)
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Figure 3: Cross section through a hypothetical section of Earth’s crust and upper mantle.
.

Fig.3 represents a simplified, hypothetical cross section through part of the Earth. A
rectangular pluton of gabbro intruded into the centre and a glacier migrated over the right.
Assume that the system has had time to isostatically adjust: find ρg, the density of the
gabbro in kg/m3 and y, the thickness of the ice sheet in m.
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3 TIE-BREAK: Sedimentary Basins (6pts)

In the below figure, representing a cross section through sedimentary beds, look at the
blue, yellow, and red beds. What basin-forming process created the sediments?

3.a [2pts]

Red Sedimentary Rock:

3.b [2pts]

Yellow Sedimentary Rock:

3.c [2pts]

Blue Sedimentary Rock:
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Mantle

Crust

Figure 4: Cross section through a hypothetical section of Earth’s crust after significant
deformation.
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4 GPS and tectonics (15pts)

Twelve GPS stations were placed along parts of California, either side of the San
Andreas fault. Their positions are given at the start (blue) and after 5 years (orange). The
displacement is vastly exaggerated. Mark on the map the area at which the compressive
stress is the greatest, and an area at which the tensile stress is the greatest.

San Andreas Fault, CA
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5 Half Space Model for cooling of the Ocean Lithosphere
(14pts)

As the basalt created at a mid-ocean ridge conductively cools away from the ridge, it
contracts and becomes more dense, then sinks lower in the asthenosphere. If approximated
as an infinite half-space, the temperature of the lithosphere is proportional to the square
root of the age of the rock. The age of the ocean floor is approximately linear with distance
to the ridge. The following equation approximately defines ocean depth with age of the
seafloor:

d = 2500 + 350t
1
2 (1)

Where d is the ocean depth in meters and t is the age of the ocean floor in million years.
See fig.5 to see that the approximation isn’t awful.
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Figure 5: Half-space model for depth of the ocean with age (Ma).

A more thorough method for approximating the depth of the ocean also includes the
accumulation of sediments through time. Assume that the sediment deposited on the ocean
floor, in a given million years, is linearly proportional to its distance from the ridge (of
course the sediment moves along with the ocean plate beneath):

∆y = −0.1x (2)
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where ∆y is the thickness of the sediment added to a spot on the ocean floor, at a distance
x from the M.O.R, in 1,000,000 years.

5.a TIE-BREAK [10pts]

Find a new equation for the ocean depth for an age, t, and a spreading rate, v. (Hint:
find an equation for the sediment thickness and superimpose the two).

d =
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Actual data for the depth to the ocean floor (neglecting sediment) looks more like this:

Figure 6: Real ocean depth data.

5.b [4pts]

Explain why the half-space model does not hold for ages greater than ∼100 Ma:
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6 Tsunami Propagation (5pts)

A tsunami’s wavelength is far greater than the depth of the ocean, as such we describe
them as “shallow waves”. The phase speed of a shallow wave is given by:

vp =
√
gh (3)

where vp is the phase velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and h is the depth of
the water in m.

Imagine a tsunami approaching a coastline. Approximate the continental shelf as a
45◦slope from 1km offshore (-1000m), a depth of 1km, to the shoreline (0km offshore, and
0m of depth).

6.a [4pts]

Plot the velocity of the tsunami as it approaches the shore:
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6.b [1pt]

Briefly explain why a tsunami’s amplitude increases as it approaches the shore:
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7 Supercontinents (10pts)

Fill in the blank:

was the most recent supercontinent on Earth. This supercontinent existed

during the period. The majority of the land on this most recent supercon-

tinent was in the hemisphere. In the U.S., structural evidence remains for

the formation of this supercontinent; the most striking of which being the

mountains.

One of the last modern continents to separate was , which broke away from

Antartica 30 Ma. This rifting 30 Ma allowed ocean around Antartica which is

thought to be necessary in order to produce the ice sheets we see today. The aftermath of

this supercontinent was also felt in Asia where the subcontinent of India crashed into the

Eurasian plate forming the mountains.

Other famous supercontinents prior to the aforementioned include: L , G ,

and R .
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8 Seismic Waves (10pts)

Figure 7: A sample seismogram from a magnitude 5.0 earthquake.

Multiple choice, circle ONE answer:

a) Rayleigh and Love waves are the first waves to arrive.

b) Pressure waves are the first waves to arrive.

c) P waves can travel through both liquids and solids.

d) For any given Shear wave, there is always a region of Earth the wave will not reach.

e) Pressure waves propagate along the surface of Earth.

f) Pressure, Rayleigh, and Shear waves are all Body Waves.

g) Rayleigh and Love waves cause the most destruction to property.

h) a, c, f, g are true.

i) b, c, d, g are true.

j) b and g are true.

k) b, d, e, f, g are true.
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9 Rock Specimen (10pts)

Inspect the following image of a sample collected in Big Pine, CA:

Figure 8: A sample of collected in Big Pine, CA. The black-grey host rock is composed
of olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase feldspar. The green xenolith is 90% olivine and 10%
garnet.
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Circle ONE of the following. The sample:

a) was deposited in a sedimentary basin.

b) erupted from a shield volcano or cinder cone.

c) contains evidence for the composition of the upper mantle.

d) erupted from a stratovolcano.

e) was formed through recrystallisation at high pressure.

f) was formed primarily through melting of the mantle.

g) is a chondrite (stony meteorite) deposited in a meteor shower.

h) a and c are true.

i) c, d, and f are true.

j) b, c, and f are true.
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10 TIE-BREAK: Our Dynamic Planet (16pts)

Give an example of a place on Earth that one might find a good example of the following:

10.a [2pts]

Mid Ocean Ridge:

10.b [2pts]

Subduction Zone:

10.c [2pts]

Strike-slip/transform/conservative fault:

10.d [2pts]

Ophiolite:

10.e [2pts]

Mantle Plume or Hot-spot:

10.f [2pts]

Rift Valley/Basin:
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10.g [2pts]

Thrust Fault:

10.h [2pts]

Lower Crustal Delamination:
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